Neighborhood type

Unclassified

1. White middle class A
2. Black middle class
3. White middle class B
4. White, Asian, and Latino working class
5. White wealth A
6. Latino Growth
7. Multiracial working class
8. Black poverty
9. White wealth B
10. Latino-Black poverty
11. Asian working class
12. Multiracial working class
13. Emerging Black middle class
14. Black-Latino poverty
15. White wealth C
16. Severe poverty, Black-Latino
17. Severe poverty, project-based public housing
18. Institutions
19. Severe poverty, project-based units
20. Institutions and HCV households
21. Owner terminated areas
22. Polarized turbulence
23. HUD-terminated, extreme Black-Latino poverty
24. Massive polarization
25. Institutions and owner-terminated units
26. Extreme poverty, HUD-terminated
27. HCV data problem
28
29
30